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VISION FOR HOUSING
• As Sydney’s population grows and changes, the
supply of appropriate and well located housing will
be ensured.

• Over three–quarters of new housing will be located
in strategic centres, smaller centres and corridors
within walking distance of shops, jobs and other
services concentrated around public transport
nodes. As housing density increases in these places,
the character of Sydney’s suburbs will be protected.
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INTRODUCTION
Forecasts show that Sydney’s population will grow
by around 1.1 million people by 2031 and will require
a range of housing options that differs significantly
from today’s housing stock. With the population
growing to 5.3 million by 2031 and average household
sizes anticipated to fall from 2.65 to 2.36 people per
private dwelling, Sydney will have a total of 2.2 million
dwellings.
Currently, Sydney has approximately 1.6 million
dwellings but a proportion of the total is always vacant
or otherwise not available. Making an allowance
for this, and for residents of non–private dwellings
(for example residential care facilities and boarding
homes), means that Sydney would need an additional
640,000 new dwellings by 2031. Current forecasts are
that 190,000 new dwellings will be built in existing
areas by 2013 under current planning controls.
Two themes that emerged from Community Forums
held in 2004 were constraining the growth of the
urban area to protect the natural environment and
smarter urban planning and development.
The Housing Strategy concentrates development
to strengthen centres, towns, villages and
neighbourhoods focused around public transport.
New housing will be better designed medium density
development, incorporating appropriate open space.
There will be opportunities to provide more housing in
both new land release areas as well as within existing
areas. The Strategy is a balanced approach to growth,
with better quality development around transport in
established areas, and an increased supply of land for
new release housing.

The Government will manage the provision of
infrastructure and provide detailed planning for an
average of 7,000 to 8,000 lots per year in the North
West and South West growth centres over the next
25 years.
The Government recognises housing affordability is a
concern for existing and future households in Sydney.
The Strategy includes the release of additional lands
to ensure limited supply does not further reduce
affordability as well as specific actions to increase the
amount of housing available for households with low
to moderate income levels.
Housing affordability is a complex interrelated set
of issues and, in recognition of this complexity,
the Government established an Interdepartmental
Committee in September 2005 to advise on improving
housing affordability in NSW.
The Interdepartmental Committee will consider
ways to:
• improve the affordability of housing in general, which
includes the cost of construction and the supply of
serviced land;
• build the capacity of not for proﬁt affordable housing
providers, including the community housing sector;
• develop speciﬁc policy responses for special needs
groups, including seniors and the disabled;
• deliver a supply of land and dwellings to affordable
housing providers for development and operation;
• improve access to affordable housing (owned and
rented) for moderate and lower income groups in
addition to social housing; and
• ensure Sydney remains an accessible place for
young people and for families to live and work.

Providing sites in new release areas will ensure a
continuing supply of new detached housing with
some medium density housing while preserving
agricultural and resource lands and land for urban
development after 2031 if needed.

BALANCING GROWTH WITH
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BETTER QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

AROUND TRANSPORT AND

INCREASING SUPPLY

OF LAND FOR NEW RELEASE HOUSING
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MEETING THE METROPOLITAN
STRATEGY AIMS
This Strategy for Housing addresses and provides
beneﬁts across all ﬁve aims of the Metropolitan
Strategy.
• It addresses enhanced liveability by providing
for growth in new or existing areas with good
services and infrastructure, and high quality public
open space. It also aims to provide for a range of
dwellings suited to the changing population.
• It addresses economic competitiveness by
ensuring there will be dwellings across the type
and size spectrum to house a diverse labour force.
• It addresses fairness by planning for housing to be
concentrated near to, or accessible to, shopping,
jobs and services at prices which match the
capability of Sydney’s residents to pay.
• It addresses environmental protection by
planning for growth which minimises the spread
of Sydney’s urban footprint and by requiring
new dwellings to meet strict energy and water
conservation standards.
• It addresses improved governance by providing for
genuine partnerships between State Government
and local government which will mean decisions
about growth and development are made at the
appropriate level and will follow consultation with
the community.

LANDCOM
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OBJECTIVES AND INITIATIVES
C1 ENSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
LAND AND SITES FOR RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
C1.2
C1.3
C1.4
C1.5

Provide 30–40 per cent of new housing in
land release areas.
Apply sustainability criteria for new urban
development.
Plan for increased housing capacity targets in
existing areas.
Improve monitoring of future housing and
employment supply.
Facilitate redevelopment of existing
apartments and higher occupation of existing
dwellings.

C2 PLAN FOR A HOUSING MIX NEAR
JOBS, TRANSPORT AND SERVICES
C2.1
C2.2
C2.3

C3.1

Renew local centres to improve economic
viability and amenity.

C4 IMPROVE HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
C4.1
C4.2
C4.3

Improve the affordability of housing.
Redevelop and regenerate Department of
Housing stock.
Use planning mechanisms to provide
affordable housing.

C5 IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF NEW
DEVELOPMENT AND URBAN RENEWAL
C5.1

Improve the design quality of new
development.

Focus residential development around
Centres, Town Centres, Villages and
Neighbourhood Centres.
Provide self care housing for seniors and
people with a disability.
Provide a mix of housing.
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C3 RENEW LOCAL CENTRES
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POPULATION GROWTH

HOUSEHOLD GROWTH AND CHANGE

The economic strength and quality of life of Sydney
mean more people are attracted to live here. While two–
thirds of our population growth is from a natural increase
(more births than deaths), the city is also a magnet for
people from elsewhere in Australia and overseas.

There have been changes in the age profile of the
population and household occupancy. Homes with
single and two person households are now the
majority of all homes and the trend towards more of
these smaller households is likely to continue.

In 2001, the Sydney region contained around 4.1 million
people, which is almost 80 per cent of the population of
the Greater Metropolitan Region (including the Central
Coast, Lower Hunter and Illawarra regions). Population
forecasts suggest Sydney’s population is expected to
reach five million people by the 2020s.

Currently, 22 per cent of households in Sydney are
occupied by one person. By 2031, there are likely to
be an additional 300,000 single person households
bringing the total to more than 600,000 — almost
30 per cent of all households. Figure C2 shows the
changes in household types.

Data for the past 25 years shows that Sydney’s annual
population growth ranged from a low of 20,800 people
in 1990 to a high of 59,800 people in 1996. In the last
decade, growth in Sydney has twice exceeded 50,000
per year. After taking into account people leaving
Sydney, on average Sydney grows by about 40,000
people per year, or 780 people per week.

Households containing couples with children are
expected to remain the largest group — 32 per cent
of all households. By 2031, Sydney is likely to have
almost 140,000 additional households containing
couples with children.

The best forecasts available indicate that this trend will
continue, however the rate may increase or decrease.
Population forecasts are reviewed regularly. Figure C1
shows the historical and forecast population growth
rates for Sydney. The Strategy adopts a moderate, rather
than the lowest growth rate for planning purposes.

The trend to smaller households is partly driven by the
ageing of the population, which tends to result in more
single and two person households.
By 2031 there is likely to be 700,000 more people
aged 55 years or older in Sydney than in 2001. Many
are expected to be living alone or in small households
and this will lead to greater demand for smaller
housing with good access to shops, transport and
services such as health. Figure C3 shows the change
in the age structure of the population.

ON AVERAGE SYDNEY GROWS BY ABOUT

40,000 PEOPLE PER YEAR
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FIGURE C1 PROJECTED POPULATION GROWTH | 2001–2051
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Increasing affluence, and more single and young
people living alone, are also contributing to the
increased demand for housing.

RECENT POLICY FOR INCREASED
HOUSING IN EXISTING
URBAN AREAS

These changes in household type mean that while
the population is predicted to grow by 30 per cent,
the total demand for housing in the Sydney region is
expected to grow by 46 per cent between 2001 and
2031. It also means that a wider mix of housing types
will be required.

In 1995, the State Government required local
government to prepare Residential Development
Strategies (RDSs) to allow additional dwellings of
a suitable type to be developed within the existing
urban area to minimise sprawl. The objectives and
requirements for these strategies were set out
in State Environmental Planning Policy SEPP 53:
Metropolitan Residential Development.

PLANNING FOR GROWTH
The supply of land available for development should
always exceed market demand to ensure that land
values are not unreasonably raised and lower the
intended level of development.
The development assumptions and projections will
be regularly reviewed. Advances in technology mean
that it is easier to track development trends. So while
existing development approvals and policy settings
have more or less determined development patterns
for the next five years, if trends shift there is scope to
review the Strategy and make adjustments.

The strategies were required to identify local housing
opportunities and to zone land to allow for increased
residential development. These strategies have been
reflected in land use zones in Local Environmental
Plans.
These RDSs have been successful by both providing
a sufficient amount and appropriate location of supply.
In the past five years, 43 per cent of new dwellings in
existing areas have been in locations with easy access
to public transport.

CHANGES IN HOUSEHOLD TYPE MEAN THAT A

WIDER MIX OF HOUSING TYPES
WILL BE REQUIRED
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FIGURE C2 HOUSEHOLD TYPES
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TABLE C1 INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF DWELLINGS ACROSS SYDNEY OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS IN THE SUBREGIONS

DWELLING STOCK
SUBREGION*

**1994

2004

INCREASE

SYDNEY CITY

45,040

76,833

31,793

71%

110,770

122,184

11,414

10%

84,176

95,198

11,022

13%

INNER WEST

219,414

248,629

29,215

13%

INNER NORTH

111,132

129,256

18,124

16%

NORTH

79,549

88,024

8,475

11%

NORTH EAST

81,537

90,081

8,544

10%

WEST CENTRAL

197,689

228,297

30,608

15%

NORTH WEST

235,111

250,924

15,813

7%

SOUTH WEST

121,729

128,570

6,841

6%

CENTRAL COAST

124,651

139,016

14,365

12%

1,410,798

1,597,012

186,214

13%

EAST
SOUTH

TOTAL

% INCREASE

** THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREAS THAT MAKE UP THE SUBREGIONAL CATEGORIES ARE IDENTIFIED ON PAGE 18
** 10 YEARS AGO, DWELLING STOCK BASED UPON LAND AND PROPERTY INFORMATION AND RECENT CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY HAS

DECLINED IN ALL
MAJOR WORLD CITIES

AS THEY HAVE BECOME PRIMARY ECONOMIC CENTRES
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FIGURE C3 SYDNEY’S CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS | 1961/2002/2031
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
Housing affordability is an issue for existing and future
households in Sydney.

Housing affordability affects our ability to maintain
social diversity in our communities and the ability of
essential service workers to live close to work.
The NSW Government will continue to support
households in the greatest need through public,
community and Aboriginal housing systems.

Improving housing affordability will involve a range of
policy responses and practical initiatives from all tiers
of Government.

There are two main aspects of affordability of concern
to the Government. The first is the affordability
of housing in general, which includes the cost of
construction and the supply of serviced land as well
as escalating land and house values. This affects a
broad cross–section of society. The second is the
need to encourage provision of housing for moderate
and lower income groups in addition to social housing
provided by the Department of Housing.

The underlying driver of the decline in affordability in
Sydney is the strong demand for housing, driven by
high levels of population and economic growth. The
decline in housing affordability is more pronounced
in Sydney than other Australian cities. One of the
consequences of Sydney being a successful global
city is a high demand for housing.
Housing affordability has declined in all major cities
of the world as they have become primary economic
centres. Refer to the Economy and Employment
Strategy for a more detailed discussion of Sydney’s
role and position in the world economy.

It is important to understand the underlying factors
that are reducing affordability and the extent to which
the Government can intervene or have an effect on
general housing affordability.

In recent years, house and unit prices have risen
sharply. In part this stems from sustained economic
growth, which has attracted skilled workers and inward
investment, putting pressure on both house prices and
rents. It is crucial for our continued economic strength
and international competitiveness that we influence
housing to provide opportunities for workers and
families to be housed affordably.

The main drivers of the decline in affordability are
at a macro level beyond the control of the State
Government.

Strong demand tends to drive up prices in any market,
however this has been exacerbated by taxation
regimes and low inﬂation, in particular:
• a long period of low interest rates which have
encouraged borrowing and increased competition for
The Productivity Commission noted that in Sydney
some housing stock which has inﬂated prices;
between 1994 and 2002, the real median house price
• increased investment activity, partly facilitated by
5km from the city increased by more than 100 per
negative gearing taxation policy, which has increased
cent, while at 40km it increased by less than 50 per
the demand for housing; and
cent. This trend is consistent with rising house prices
• current tax regimes (including capital gains tax
being primarily due to the inherent scarcity value of
exemptions on the principal property) encourage
land in established areas, which rose as demand has
households to heavily invest in housing for wealth
increased. Figure C4 shows the relationship
of house
����������������������������
creation.
prices to distance from city.
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FIGURE C4 HOUSE PRICES VS PROXIMITY TO CBD | 1994/2002/2031
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The more households choose to invest in their
dwellings, the more the overall price of housing
is driven up. This is evident in the Reserve Bank
observation that ‘much of this additional debt appears
to have been taken on by mid–life households with
relatively high incomes.’ This not only represents
reinvestment in existing dwellings but also the
domination of the new home market by ‘mid–life’
households. This represents a very significant
difference from the 1960s when newly built houses
on the fringe of the city were the primary source and
choice of affordable housing for first home buyers.
The data on First Home Owners Grants also shows
the increase in apartment and multi-unit dwellings as
the dwelling type of choice for first home owners.

THE LIMITED EFFECT OF
SUPPLY ON AFFORDABILITY
The State Government can exert some influence on
affordability through the supply of land for housing;
however, the supply of land is not the main cause
of the decrease in affordability nor will the supply of
housing on the fringe meet the needs of first home
buyers or those on lower incomes. The main effect
of supply of land in greenfield areas will be to free
up housing and sites in existing urban areas to help
satisfy the total annual demand for additional housing
which is expected to be over 23,000 dwellings a year.

The Productivity Commission’s Inquiry into First Home
Ownership (June 2004) noted:
‘Even in a best practice supply chain, it can take
several years to bring new land on–stream, to provide
the associated infrastructure and to construct new
dwellings. But even if this were not so, there would
have been major price pressures in the recent cycle,
because much of the surge in demand came from
people seeking to upgrade their dwellings (mainly in
established areas) in response to increased purchasing
power. Even if only a small proportion of households
attempt to buy a higher quality or better located home,
the price of all housing is soon bid up’.
The Productivity Commission also noted that
by improving land release and planning approval
processes, there is scope to moderate price and
affordability pressures over time. These findings are
being addressed by the release of land in the growth
centres previously outlined, and the Government’s
recent Planning Reforms which are streamlining
planning systems and approvals.
However, given the macroeconomic factors that have
the largest effect on affordability, it is clear that the
planning system alone cannot solve Sydney’s housing
affordability problem.

THE PLANNING SYSTEM ALONE CANNOT SOLVE

SYDNEY’S HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
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FIGURE C5 HOUSE PRICES, RENTS AND INCOMES | 1992–2004
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LOW AND MODERATE
INCOME HOUSING
For many households on higher incomes, the decision
to buy a more expensive dwelling, or invest in home
improvements, is a lifestyle choice or investment
decision. The affordability of housing has its greatest
impact on those living on lower incomes. Low and
moderate income households make up more than half
of Sydney’s total.
The proportion of households that rent their home
continues to grow and now exceeds the proportion of
all households that are home purchasers.
Rental affordability pressures in Sydney’s housing
markets are increasing. Rent growth continues for
well located housing in the inner and middle rings
of Sydney, due largely to their high levels of access
and amenity. There is a long-term trend to declining
amounts of low cost stock in the private rental market.
This is creating more demand for social housing and
other forms of housing assistance.
Low cost housing stocks are declining and there has
been a decrease in real terms in Commonwealth
funding for the social housing sector.
Government policy will focus on households with
an income of $72,100 or less. This is 120 per cent of
the median household income. It is estimated that
114,179 private renters and 58,898 purchasers with
incomes less than the $72,100 benchmark in Sydney
are in housing stress. This indicates that 54 per cent
of all private renters and 39 per cent of purchasers in
the low to moderate income range are experiencing
‘housing stress’. Housing stress is when these
moderate to low income households spend more than
30 per cent of their income on housing.
The State Government provides public housing
for many lower income households, through
the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement.

The provision of housing through this and other
dedicated programs recognises that the market
is unlikely to be able to directly provide affordable
housing to the most disadvantaged.
For the purpose of the NSW Government strategy,
affordable housing includes housing schemes and
other measures that aim to reduce housing cost
stress for households that rent or are purchasing their
homes, or combinations of both.
The NSW Government will focus on households with
a gross income of up to 120 per cent of the median
income, who are spending 30 per cent or more of their
gross household income on housing. The measures to
be considered by the Government will be designed to
improve affordability for these households.

FIRST HOME PLUS SCHEME
Since its introduction in July 2000, the NSW
Government’s First Home Plus Scheme has provided
assistance to over 184,000 first home buyers in
NSW. Stamp duty savings have totalled over $927
million.
Under the Scheme, first home buyers are entitled
to full transfer duty and mortgage duty exemptions
for dwellings valued up to $500,000 and partial
exemptions for dwellings valued up to $600,000.
Purchasers of land receive a full stamp duty
exemption for land valued up to $300,000 and partial
exemptions up to $450,000.
For a home valued at $500,000, there is a transfer
duty concession of $17,990 and a mortgage duty
concession of $1,740 (assuming 90 per cent of the
home value is borrowed) — a total saving of $19,730.
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RESERVE BANK HOUSING AFFORDABILITY INDICATORS
The number of first homebuyers has declined since
2001, largely explained by a surge in the number
of first homebuyers in 2001. Data suggests that
the average price paid by first home buyers has
increased by somewhat less than the median price
of all houses over recent years. Since the March
quarter 1996, for example, the average loan size of
first homebuyers has risen by 100 per cent, while the
median house price has risen by 130 per cent. Thus,
first homebuyers are buying dwellings that are further
below the median price of all dwellings than was
formerly the case.
Data on First Home Owners Grants paid also confirm
that the average price paid by first homebuyers is
lower than the median metropolitan house price. This
partly reflects the inclusion of apartments in the First
Home Owners Grant data, as well as the fact that
purchases by first home buyers tend to be in relatively
less expensive areas.

Ownership rates have fallen for most age groups,
with the falls being most noticeable for younger
households. The fall in the ownership rates for
younger age groups partly reflects an increase in
the number of single person households — as the
average age of marriage has increased and the
number of university students has risen — and a rise
in the number of single parent households.
Among households with a mortgage, it is the
relatively young households, those with lower than
average incomes and, more generally, those with
recently acquired mortgages, that tend to have
relatively high ratios of interest payments to incomes.
The proportion of households with a mortgage has
remained relatively constant at 30 per cent. However
overall the debt to income ratio has increased
significantly. Much of this additional debt appears
to have been taken on by mid–life households with
relatively high incomes.
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In addition to public housing the Government also
supports a number of community housing providers.
Housing is rented at below market rates to households
with low to moderate incomes, with households
paying no more than 30 per cent of their income on
rent. The community housing sector is a relatively new
provider of housing in NSW.
The best known example is the City West Housing
Company which was established when the
redevelopment of Ultimo–Pyrmont was being planned.
The objective of the Company was to ensure a
component of affordable housing remained available to
existing local residents (see details below).

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
THE CITY WEST EXAMPLE
The City West Housing Company (CWHC) was
established in 1994 when the redevelopment of
Ultimo–Pyrmont was being planned. The objective of
the Company was to ensure a component of affordable
housing remained available to existing local residents
when the area was being renewed.
The Company was provided with seed funding by the
Commonwealth Government’s Building Better Cities
Program ($50 million) and subsequently received
contributions from levies on sale of Government land
in the area and from developers as redevelopment of
the area proceeded.
It provides housing for middle income groups which
serves to cross–subsidise lower income units and allow
the Company to expand its portfolio. In accordance
with its Articles of Association, CWHC tries to maintain
an income mix amongst its tenants of:
128
• 25 per cent of tenants earn less than
$25,749 per annum (BAND 1)
• 45 per cent of tenants earn between
$27,750–$46,349 per annum (BAND 2)
• 30 per cent of tenants earn between
$46,350–$69,785 per annum (BAND 3)

WHERE NEW HOUSING WILL
BE DEVELOPED
The Metropolitan Strategy aims to concentrate
development in centres which range from the City of
Sydney to Major Centres or Neighbourhood Centres.
The Metropolitan Strategy has identified different
types of centres which will accommodate
development. The descriptions of these places
will not be embedded in the statutory system but
will be used to provide a common language and
understanding about the places that make up Sydney,
and to distinguish the planning responsibilities of State
Government and local government (full definitions of
Centre Types are in Appendix 2).

The Company now has a total stock of 381 dwellings,
70 per cent of which are available to low income and
very low income households, and 30 per cent available
to moderate income residents. This accommodation
has been provided mainly through construction
in Ultimo and Pyrmont together with some spot
purchases, where units could be acquired at less than
the cost of construction.
CWHC’s area of operation was expanded to include
Green Square in 1998 when the Minister for Planning
announced Government strategies to provide
Affordable Housing in that area. Construction of 16
units in Green Square has just been completed.
Funding for implementing the program in Green
Square was provided through an initial Government
grant of $1.3 million for land purchase and contributions
from developers. In the Green Square region, CWHC
expects to provide 247 units by the year 2033.
CWHC’s Memorandum and Articles of Association
specify that a three year Business Plan must be
prepared annually and be approved by CWHC’s
ordinary shareholders, namely the Minister for Housing
and the NSW Treasurer. CWHC is also required to
report quarterly to the Minister and the Office of
Community Housing.

JUSTIN COOPER

JUSTIN COOPER

CITY WEST HOUSING, WATTLE STREET, PYRMONT
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STATE PLANNING OF
STRATEGIC CENTRES

LOCAL PLANNING
FOR SMALLER CENTRES

Some parts of the city perform important roles
for the whole of Sydney as well as for NSW and
Australia. These places include Sydney City and
North Sydney, Regional Cities providing cultural,
shopping and business services, major shopping and
recreation centres around stations, concentrations
of employment and important industrial areas. These
places are major destinations for employees.

In addition to the strategic centres in the Sydney
region, there are over 500 Towns, Villages and
Neighbourhood Centres in Sydney with good public
transport services.
These places are of a smaller scale and are
most important to the people who live nearby.
Neighbourhood Centres, Villages and Town Centres
are best managed by local government. Assistance
from the State Government is sometimes required to
promote good urban design and provide infrastructure,
or to trigger the process of renewal.

The State Government will lead the planning in these
areas and also needs to take an interest in resource
lands and conservation areas beyond the urban area,
waterways and foreshores, and in regional scale open
space and recreation trails. The main transport routes
— road and rail — that connect these places are also
of State strategic interest.

Smaller local centres comprise a substantial proportion
of the places of employment and make a substantial
contribution to the Sydney economy. Over 500,000
people are employed in these smaller local centres
which are focused on providing retail and local
business and personal services for nearby populations,
business and industry.

The planning for these larger centres has been
described in the Economy and Employment and
Centres and Corridors Strategies.
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HOUSING

BENEFITS OF FOCUSING
DEVELOPMENT IN CENTRES
By locating new housing near shops, services
and transport, the possibility of walking, cycling
or using public transport is a viable option for
residents. Reducing time spent in the car minimises
environmental impacts of motor vehicle usage and
provides health and social benefits.
The beneﬁts of focusing development in local centres
can be summarised as:
• More interesting places to live: Local centres such
as Caringbah and Concord have been renewed with
high quality residential development providing more
customers for local shops and businesses. Places
in decline will beneﬁt from increased patronage and
improved amenity.
• Optimise use of services and infrastructure:
Taking further advantage of very signiﬁcant
investment in services and infrastructure that already
exists beneﬁts the whole community. Increased
housing in these areas also provides the basis for
upgrades to services and infrastructure.
• More sustainable transport: Giving more people
the option of taking public transport or walking
or cycling rather than use a car to get around. If
services, education, jobs and shops are accessible
there is less need for travel by car. With fuel prices
likely to continue to rise, this part of household
expenditure will become more important.
• Allow for multiple use of facilities: Locating
schools, childcare and shops close together means
that one trip by whatever mode of transport will be
able to serve a number of purposes. School buildings
and grounds, for example, could be used for a variety
Type
Town Centre
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of activities by the community after hours and on
weekends. Their grounds could become an integral
part of the local open space network and public
domain.
• Improved Housing Mix: Development in and
around local centres has greater potential for
providing a range of dwelling types at a range of
prices appealing to a wider range of people than
either the larger major centres which will tend to
have higher rise apartments or suburban areas which
will be primarily detached houses.
• Healthier environments: Easier walking and cycling
access from nearby areas to shops and facilities can
improve the health problems of local residents by
increasing physical activity and reducing the use of
cars for short trips.
• Preserving the character of some places:
Concentrating development in some areas means
that the character of other urban areas can be
preserved.
• Improved design quality: New buildings can make
a positive contribution to public areas, and assist
the development of pedestrian friendly streets
connecting to open space, schools and centres.
• Improved local planning: Concentrating on centres
allows detailed community consultation about
the heights of buildings and density which can
lead to more streamlined planning and approval in
subsequent stages.
• Strengthen the local economy: By deﬁning the
current and future roles for Towns, Villages and
Neighbourhood Centres based on their relationships
with other places through subregional planning,
their economic viability can be understood and
strengthened.

Definition
A town centre is a larger group of shops and services with one or two supermarkets, sometimes a small shopping mall,
some community facilities such as a local library, a medical centre and a variety of specialist shops. Examples include
Bondi, Auburn, Top Ryde and Cabramatta.
Town centres have to balance activities including customer parking, service vehicles and through–traffic with making a
pleasant residential and pedestrian environment. They also have to integrate malls/large stores into the main outdoor
centre. The extent of a town centre is approximately an 800 metre radius which is widely accepted as a comfortable 10
minute walk.

Village

A village is a strip of shops for daily shopping and typically includes a small supermarket, butcher, hairdresser,
restaurants and take away food shops. Examples include Bronte, Granville and Oatley.
Villages need to develop an enjoyable public environment with a mix of uses and good physical links with the
surrounding neighbourhood. The extent of a village centre is approximately a 400–600 metre radius.

Neighbourhood
Centre

A neighbourhood centre is a small group of shops that you can walk to and buy milk and the newspaper. Examples
are any street with a corner shop. Neighbourhood centres as well as other larger centres, should have a public transport
focal point to link it with other centres. Many of these exist but new centres may be possible if transport services improve.
Neighbourhood centres should have child care centres, schools and other compatible activities located close together and
have some medium density housing, mainly townhouses and villas in the immediate area to add vitality, safety and create a
sense of place. The extent of a neighbourhood centre is approximately a 200 metre radius.

Enterprise
Corridor

Enterprise corridors are the areas immediately along and generally up to a block back from our busiest roads. These
corridors recognise the important economic role that the mix of commercial, retail and light industrial activities perform
along these busy roads, including servicing the local community. They also often provide lower rent locations for niche
retail and office or retail space for start up enterprises. Residential development is often pursued in these corridors to
take advantage of lower land costs. This should only occur however where the noise and air quality impact of the road
can be minimised and good quality, high amenity residential dwellings created.

TABLE C2 TYPES OF SMALLER LOCAL CENTRES AND PLACES
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DEVELOPMENT NEAR TRANSPORT
The Residential Development Strategies prepared
by local government have been successful in
locating new housing near transport and services.
The Department of Planning monitors housing
development through the Metropolitan Development
Program (MDP).
The MDP distinguishes housing near transit nodes,
which are either within 800 metres of a rail station
or 400 metres of high frequency bus services in the
morning peak.
In the past five years, 43 per cent of new housing
in existing areas have been in locations with
easy access to public transport. The proportion
of dwellings to be developed by 2013 near transit
nodes is expected to increase to an average of 66
per cent as shown on Table C3.

TABLE C3 PROPORTION OF NEW DWELLINGS CLOSE TO TRANSPORT AND SERVICES TO 2013

TOTAL NEW
DWELLINGS
2004–2013

DWELLINGS
NEAR TRANSIT
NODES*

SYDNEY CITY

31,793

27,149

85%

EAST

11,414

6,711

59%

SOUTH

29,215

21,085

72%

INNER WEST

11,022

10,995

100%

INNER NORTH

18,124

6,565

36%

NORTH

8,475

7,535

89%

NORTH EAST

8,544

1,242

15%

WEST CENTRAL

30,608

20,993

69%

NORTH WEST

15,813

9,340

59%

SOUTH WEST

6,841

6,793

99%

14,365

5,255

37%

186,214

123,663

66%

SUBREGION

CENTRAL COAST
TOTAL

%
IN NODES

* TRANSIT NODES ARE DEFINED AS AREAS WITHIN 800 METRES OF A RAIL STATION
OR 400 METRES OF HIGH FREQUENCY BUS SERVICES IN THE MORNING PEAK.

OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS 43% OF NEW HOUSING
IN EXISTING AREAS HAS BEEN LOCATED WITHIN

EASY ACCESS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT

JOHN MARMARAS
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DENSITY
The density of the eastern part of the city is significantly
higher than the west. The eastern part has undergone
a number of evolutionary changes since first European
settlement while in the west many houses are the first
development since the land was cleared or transformed
from agriculture and pasture. Just as centres in the
older parts of the city have undergone positive change,
other centres in the more recently developed parts of
the city can change as well.

MORE RECENTLY DEVELOPED PARTS OF

THE CITY CAN CHANGE TOO
FIGURE C7

DENSITY IN
DIFFERENT PARTS
OF THE CITY
DWELLINGS PER
HECTARE
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ACTIONS
C1 ENSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
LAND AND SITES FOR RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
In the late 1990s, the Government made a decision
to withhold any major release of land for new urban
development until mechanisms for the funding
and provision of infrastructure were resolved and
development could be better coordinated.
It wanted to avoid making the mistakes of the early
1990s where the provision of infrastructure in some
areas tended to lag behind the building of new homes.
Since 2000, around 75 per cent of new dwellings have
been built in established areas of Sydney while 25 per
cent were in new release areas. If no new land were
to be released for urban development, the proportion
of new dwellings to be built in existing areas of the
city would increase to 90 per cent in the next 20
years. This would put great pressure on Sydney’s
existing suburbs and character and would potentially
further reduce housing affordability.
In the past five years, less than 7,000 homes have
been built in new release areas each year and 22,000
homes were built each year in existing areas.

PROVIDE 30–40 PER CENT OF NEW
HOUSING IN LAND RELEASE AREAS

C1.1

C1.1.1 Provide detailed planning for up to 7,000 to
8,000 lots per year and infrastructure from 2007–08.
In December 2004, the Government announced a
new approach to land release with the release of land
in the South West and North West of Sydney. These
growth centres, coupled with areas already identified
for release on the existing land release program,
and areas being investigated, will provide 195,000
new dwellings which represents 30 to 40 per cent of
Sydney’s new housing needs to the year 2031.
The land release plan for the 30 to 40 per cent of new
housing in greenfield areas is significant. In the past
land has only been released if it has been serviced by
basic infrastructure. Forward planning for both physical
and social infrastructure for the North West and South
West growth centres will allow for a substantial supply
of lots for detached and medium density housing.
A Growth Centres Commission was established to
coordinate the orderly rollout of land release and
infrastructure. The Commission will work with local
councils to develop Growth Centre Plans which will be
included in Local Environmental Plans (LEPs).
Infrastructure worth $7.8 billion will be provided
including roads, public transport, education and
health services. A Regional Developer Contribution
will apply to each lot in these areas to partially fund
infrastructure. These communities will have recycled
water and all new dwellings will be comply with BASIX
by reducing water consumption and CO2 emissions by
40 per cent.
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FIGURE C8 DEVELOPMENT — NEW RELEASE VS EXISTING AREAS
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C1.2

APPLY SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA FOR
NEW URBAN DEVELOPMENT

C1.3

PLAN FOR INCREASED HOUSING
CAPACITY TARGETS IN EXISTING AREAS

C1.2.1 Assess proposed land release areas against
sustainability criteria and infrastructure funding.

C1.3.1 Provide 60–70 per cent of new housing in
existing urban areas.

There are areas outside of the growth centres
identified for investigation for land release in the
Government’s Metropolitan Development Program
(MDP) with the potential to provide an additional
60,000 lots. The rezoning of these lands will be
subject to the same sustainability criteria and require
the same coordination of infrastructure as the growth
centres (refer to Table G2 on page 262). These areas
will also be subject to the development contributions
to fund infrastructure.

Approximately 60–70 per cent (about 445,000) of
new dwellings will be contained within the existing
urban areas in Sydney and the Central Coast, focussed
around centres and corridors. This will take advantage
of existing services such as shops and public transport
and reduce development pressure in other parts of
Sydney.

Proposals for urban development outside of these
identified areas will be expected to have exceptional
environmental performance and not require major
infrastructure. Such proposals will be considered on
their merits and subject to substantially meeting the
same sustainability criteria. The Environment and
Resources Strategy has further information about the
sustainability criteria.

This balanced approach between new release and
existing areas is the best means of providing a mix
of housing types and locations, providing quality
transport access, ensuring positive environmental
outcomes protecting the region’s resource lands, and
providing opportunities for renewal. The renewal of
existing areas will replace a proportion of inefficient
housing stock with new housing meeting BASIX
requirements, thereby reducing the consumption of
energy and water overall.

JUSTIN COOPER
JUSTIN COOPER

LANDCOM
LANDCOM
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DEVELOPMENT IN THE MEDIUM TERM
The Residential Development Strategies (RDSs)
prepared in response to SEPP 53 are still operating
and were intended to meet Sydney’s housing needs
until 2011. This is land that is already zoned and is
capable of being developed.
Analysis undertaken by the Metropolitan Development
Program (MDP) in consultation with local government
shows that a yield of 190,000 dwellings is expected in
existing areas to 2013. This means that development
already in the pipeline in existing areas in the next ten
years is almost half of what is forecast to be needed
to the year 2031. This is shown in Table C4.

TABLE C4 POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL DWELLINGS IN GREENFIELD AND EXISTING AREAS TO 2013*

% IN
2004

NEW IN
GREENFIELD
AND RURAL
AREAS

NEW IN
EXISTING
AREAS

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
TO 2013

76,833

5%

0

31,380

EAST

122,184

8%

0

SOUTH

248,629

16%

95,198

EXISTING
DWELLINGS
2004

%
CHANGE

TOTAL IN
2013

% IN
2013

31,380

41%

108,213

6%

12,960

12,960

11%

135,144

7%

50

26,635

26,685

11%

275,313

15%

6%

0

15,455

15,455

16%

110,653

6%

129,256

8%

0

11,552

11,552

9%

140,808

8%

NORTH

88,024

6%

690

10,010

10,700

12%

98,724

5%

NORTH EAST

90,081

6%

1,770

5,245

7,015

8%

97,096

5%

WEST CENTRAL

228,297

14%

235

35,665

35,900

16%

264,197

14%

NORTH WEST

250,924

16%

25,865

15,255

41,120

16%

292,044

16%

SOUTH WEST

128,570

8%

22,212

12,128

34,340

27%

162,910

9%

CENTRAL COAST

139,016

9%

5,265

13,130

18,395

13%

157,411

9%

56,087

189,415

245,502

15%

1,842,514

SUBREGION*

SYDNEY CITY

INNER WEST
INNER NORTH

TOTAL

1,597,012

* SOURCE: 2004 DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING

CRAIG ALLCHIN

EOGHAN LEWIS
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C1.3.2 Set subregional housing capacity targets.
The Government will set draft housing targets
for subregions based on discussions with local
government representatives. These targets are set out
in Table C5.
Combining this supply in existing areas with new
supply from the growth centres and other release
areas could result in an annual supply of approximately
26,000 dwellings, comfortably in excess of the
demand of over 23,000 per year that the Strategy
is planning for.
The Government plans to maintain a supply of
development sites in excess of the forecast demand
as a mechanism to maintain housing affordability.
It is important for Local Environmental Plans and
Development Controls Plans to allow for a much
higher development potential than demand at any
one time.
Although the currently zoned land in existing areas
across Sydney has potential for delivering the amount
of dwellings proposed in the Strategy, the greater
challenge is to ensure that more new development
takes place in centres and corridors.

C1.3.3 Undertake subregional planning with local
government.
The distribution of subregional housing targets
between local government areas will be the
focus of subregional planning exercises (see the
Implementation and Governance Strategy for further
details on how the subregional planning exercise
will work).
The longer term possible distribution of housing
in the different subregions is shown in Figure C9.
These distributions have been a subject for discussion
with local government representatives. They will
form the basis for more detailed subregional
planning and then will be allocated to different local
government areas, and thereafter represented in Local
Environmental Plans.
Subregional planning will be undertaken by groups of
councils getting together, supported by information and
facilitation provided by the Department of Planning.

TABLE C5 POTENTIAL NUMBER OF DWELLINGS IN THE EXISTING URBAN AREAS OF SYDNEY’S SUBREGION

EXISTING
DWELLINGS 2004

% IN
2004

ADDITIONAL
DWELLINGS IN
EXISTING AREAS
BY 2031

76,833

5%

55,000

132,000

72%

EAST

122,184

8%

20,000

142,000

16%

SOUTH

248,629

16%

35,000

284,000

14%

95,198

6%

30,000

125,000

32%

129,256

8%

30,000

159,000

23%

NORTH

88,024

6%

20,000

108,000

23%

NORTH EAST

90,081

6%

15,000

105,000

17%

WEST CENTRAL

228,297

14%

95,000

323,000

42%

NORTH WEST

250,924

16%

70,000

321,000

28%

SOUTH WEST

128,570

8%

40,000

169,000

31%

CENTRAL COAST

139,016

9%

35,000

174,000

25%

100%

445,000

2,042,000

28%

SUBREGION

SYDNEY CITY*
136

INNER WEST
INNER NORTH

TOTAL

1,597,012

TOTAL
DWELLINGS IN
EXISTING AREAS
BY 2031

* THE DATA FOR CITY OF SYDNEY (INCLUDING THE FORMER SOUTH SYDNEY) IS BASED UPON AN ASSESSMENT OF THE
DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL OF SPECIFIC SITES THAT HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN IN CONSULTATION WITH THE CITY OF SYDNEY.
THE CITY OF SYDNEY LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA IS CONSIDERED ITS OWN SUBREGION

%
CHANGE
2004–31
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88,024 dwellings | 2004
108,000 dwellings | 2031

250,924 dwellings | 2004
321,000 dwellings | 2031

139,016 dwellings | 2004
174,000 dwellings | 2031

90,081 dwellings | 2004
105,000 dwellings | 2031

129,256 dwellings | 2004
159,000 dwellings | 2031
228,297 dwellings | 2004
323,000 dwellings | 2031

76,833 dwellings | 2004
132,000 dwellings | 2031
95,198 dwellings | 2004
125,000 dwellings | 2031

122,184 dwellings | 2004
142,000 dwellings | 2031
248,629 dwellings | 2004
284,000 dwellings | 2031

128,570 dwellings | 2004
169,000 dwellings | 2031

FIGURE C9 SUBREGIONAL HOUSING CAPACITY TARGETS
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C1.4

IMPROVE MONITORING OF FUTURE
HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT SUPPLY

C1.4.1 Undertake dwelling potential assessments to
better understand supply.
The State Government’s Metropolitan Development
Program (MDP) will expand its capabilities to
undertake an assessment of housing potential to
determine more precisely levels and locations of
zoned capacity. The MDP will monitor housing supply
in the pipeline and land that is currently
being developed.
As part of its monitoring of future housing supply
potential, the MDP will require councils to identify
new housing opportunities and sources of supply
to match the housing requirements outlined in the
Metropolitan Strategy.
The MDP has a long record of liaising with local
government and the development industry to track the
supply and development of land for housing in Sydney
— in both greenfield and existing areas. It is a critical
source of data about development trends, and how
these conform with policy. It also provides essential
information to other Government agencies to inform
their infrastructure planning.
The capability of the MDP will be expanded to provide
more detailed information on the existing zoned
capacity, including the influence of Development
Control Plans on development potential, on the
capacity of particular sites to accommodate
development now or in the future, on the cumulative
impacts of rezonings and on the potential of industrial
land for future residential development.

C1.4.2 Monitor demand and supply for commercial,
retail and industrial lands to better understand the
market.
The Department of Planning will provide local
government with employment planning capacity
targets and indicative amounts of retail floor space
that need to be planned for to ensure there is
sufficient capacity for future employment, retail and
civic functions and to assist in determining the impact
of residential proposals on employment land needs.
Residential development in centres is encouraged if
it can be shown that there will be an adequate supply
of land and floor space for employment in the centre.
This will involve rezoning in some areas to permit
higher densities which will in turn allow some areas
to be excluded from redevelopment. Further details of
the employment targets can be found in the Economy
and Employment Strategy.
Current analysis of employment trends shows that
there will be an increased demand for employment
land across the region and for light industrial land in
particular. Nevertheless, some areas of industrial land
are in locations with very good access to transport and
services and could be redeveloped for residential and
mixed uses. To allow these sites to be redeveloped it
is necessary to understand the cumulative impact of
their rezoning on the supply of employment land in a
subregion. They will not be rezoned unless it can be
shown they are not needed for forecast employment.
For this reason the MDP will also monitor employment
land demand and supply so that the competing
demand for land for residential and employment
development can be understood and reconciled.
Areas of industrial land of State significance that are
not appropriate for rezoning will be identified by the
Department of Planning through the MDP and this
will be provided to local government to inform their
assessment of rezoning proposals.
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C1.5

FACILITATE REDEVELOPMENT OF
EXISTING APARTMENTS AND HIGHER
OCCUPATION OF EXISTING DWELLINGS

C1.5.1 The Department of Lands to examine Strata
Title Reform.
An alternative to relying entirely on the construction of
new dwellings is to achieve higher occupancy rates in
existing dwellings and facilitate alterations to existing
structures to accommodate larger households.
Increasing the occupancy rate of existing housing
stock is a viable and economical way of addressing
some of the need for housing. Simple changes to
regulations such as allowing a second kitchen in
existing dwellings would facilitate this. Such dwellings
are referred to as ‘accessory dwelling units’. High
occupancy of existing dwellings is already occurring
where young adults remain in the family home and
occasionally, an extended family living in the same
house. At present, regulations and taxation regimes do
not acknowledge these trends and make it difficult to
adapt the house to accommodate what are effectively
multiple households.

them difficult to secure as a whole block to redevelop.
The higher standards of construction and design that
is now required — including underground car parking
and improved accessibility for people with impaired
mobility — also mean this existing housing stock is
unlikely to be redeveloped because it would not be
profitable. Strata Title reform will be investigated to
determine whether it can create opportunities for
housing redevelopment that will add to the mix of
housing.
Many existing apartments have two bedrooms and
have been developed for the rental market. Changes
that may make the units more appropriate for families
and other larger households, are also inhibited by the
restrictions on the operation and voting procedures
of bodies corporate under the Strata Scheme
Management Act 1996.

Existing blocks of flats are unlikely to be redeveloped
because of high land value and the provisions of the
Strata Scheme Management Act 1996 which make

STRATA TITLE REFORM

WILL BE INVESTIGATED TO DETERMINE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR REDEVELOPMENT THAT
ADDS TO THE MIX OF HOUSING
139

SOME HOUSES MAY CONTAIN MORE THAN ONE DWELLING

CRAIG ALLCHIN

STRATA UNITS
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C2 PLAN FOR A HOUSING MIX NEAR
JOBS, TRANSPORT AND SERVICES
Feedback from the Metropolitan Strategy community
forums was that people enjoy having good access to
shops, restaurants and social services, and a sense
of community, embodying feelings about their local
area, their family connections, their neighbours and
involvement in community groups and sporting
activities.
Vibrant and successful places that have these
qualities, such as Kogarah and Crows Nest, all have
one thing in common — a large residential population
within and close to the centre that supports local
businesses and generally make the centre vibrant and
safe. These places can be models for other centres.

C2.1

FOCUS RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
AROUND CENTRES, TOWN CENTRES,
VILLAGES AND NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES

C2.1.1 Identify locations for additional housing.
Local government will be required to provide a mix of
housing types and densities based on a sound analysis
of housing capacity and housing needs. Councils
will need to incorporate the aims and objectives
of the Metropolitan Strategy into their planning
and in particular recognise the needs of the ageing
population.
Whilst intensification of larger State strategic centres
will be a major focus for the Metropolitan Strategy,

the high land values in these areas generally mean
that mid to high rise apartments are usually the only
financially feasible built form. These types of dwellings
are attractive to only part of the market. A strategy
which relies entirely on high rise in one or two centres
in a local area is not what the community said they
wanted for Sydney during the community forums.
This plan recognises that smaller local centres,
including Towns and Villages and Neighbourhood
Centres, are also appropriate places for increased
density but with a lower scale. Townhouses, villas
and less dense forms of multi–unit housing will be
economically feasible in these areas.
Townhouses and villas are attractive to a broader
section of the housing market, are less expensive
to build, have lower energy consumption and their
lower scale can be more easily integrated into existing
suburbs. The quality of villas and townhouses,
however, has been variable, and high land values
have historically been a significant impediment to
developing lower density housing.
Councils will therefore be required to identify a range
of centres and locations for additional housing. This
process will begin at the subregional planning stage
when housing targets are considered by groupings of
different councils.
Table C6 shows a possible distribution of housing in
existing centres to the year 2031. The table shows
that these additional dwellings are concentrated in the
various types of centres.

CASE STUDY KOGARAH
Kogarah is an excellent example of urban renewal in Sydney. Kogarah had a number of
key elements including a major hospital, successful banking sector, a railway station,
and perhaps most importantly a traditional main street.

JOHN MARMARAS

New developments have provided an increased residential density and a new town
square that supports these services to make a vibrant and successful major centre.
New buildings such as Kogarah Town Square are five to seven storeys with basement
car parking, and a mix of retail and commercial uses with residential above. The project
is also outstanding in its environmental performance.

JANET CHAPPELL
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TABLE C6 POSSIBLE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING BY TYPE OF CENTRE

EXISTING AREAS

DWELLINGS

GLOBAL CITY, REGIONAL CITIES
AND SPECIALISED CENTRES

90,000

20%

MAJOR CENTRES

45,000

10%

230,000

52%

SUBURBAN AREAS
(NOT NEAR CENTRES)

80,000

18%

TOTAL ADDITIONAL DWELLINGS IN
EXISTING URBAN AREAS BY 2031

445,000

TOWN CENTRES, VILLAGES,
NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES

GREENFIELD AREAS
NORTH WEST AND
SOUTH WEST SECTORS

DWELLINGS

135,000*

70%

OTHER GREENFIELD AREAS

60,000

30%

TOTAL ADDITIONAL IN
GREENFIELD AREAS

195,000

TOTAL ADDITIONAL DWELLINGS IN
SYDNEY REGION BY 2031

640,000

C2.2

PROVIDE SELF CARE HOUSING FOR
SENIORS AND PEOPLE WITH A DISABILITY

C2.2.1 Ensure Local Environmental Plans (LEPs)
provide for appropriately located and an adequate
amount of housing for seniors and people with a
disability.
The Department of Planning has instituted a number
of policies in recent years to ensure an adequate
supply of housing for seniors and people with a
disability. The guidelines set out by the Seniors Living
SEPP and supporting material, will be applied to local
plans. Issues to be addressed include:
• age, condition, type, tenure, density, location and
accessibility of existing housing stock;
• how the stock will meet the housing preferences
of the target groups, (in locations within 400m of
community facilities or a transport service along an
accessible route);
• gaps in market provision and areas of undersupply
and oversupply, taking account of the special needs
of local residents on low and moderate incomes; and
• ensuring development controls facilitate sufﬁcient
provision of a range of housing, that is responsive
to target groups’ needs, particularly whether they
encourage housing that is affordable for the low to
moderate income group.
Many local governments have included requirements
for providing accessible and adaptable housing as
part of local plans or development control plans. The
requirements vary greatly from area to area. The
Department of Planning will develop guidelines for
the minimum amount and type of units that should be
provided in an area in relation to demographic change
and need.

*AN ADDITIONAL 25,000 DWELLINGS WILL BE BUILT IN
THE GROWTH CENTRES BETWEEN 2032 AND 2041

The Department of Planning will provide demographic
data analysis and planning tools to assist local
government to become exempt from the provisions
of Seniors Living SEPP by assessing the amount of
existing housing stock and the anticipated yield from
their revised LEPs.

JOHN MARMARAS

LANDCOM

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF PROPOSED AGED CARE AT
LANDCOM’S PRINCE HENRY PROJECT AT LITTLE BAY

SHOP–TOP HOUSING
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C2.2.2 Replace the Seniors Living SEPP in 2006 with
a range of mechanisms within the planning system.
The Department of Planning will incorporate the policy
intention of the Seniors Living SEPP in a range of
planning mechanisms. These will serve to:
• retain the ability for the Department of Housing to
develop purpose designed housing for seniors and
people with a disability; and
• retain the ability for the private sector to develop
purposed designed care facilities and retirement
villages in appropriate locations.
C.2.2.3 Investigate measures to ensure that
housing developed for seniors and people with a
disability remains available to these groups.
It is important that the stock of housing that is
developed in accordance with this policy remains
available to the target groups. A number of local
governments have attempted this with varying
success. The Department of Planning will provide
greater clarity on appropriate mechanisms to achieve
this objective.

C2.3

PROVIDE A MIX OF HOUSING

C2.3.1 Undertake a housing market demand and
supply analysis to guide Local Environmental
Plans (LEPs).
All councils will be required to undertake a housing
market demand and supply analysis using base data
provided by Department of Planning to consider
the needs of an ageing population, changing
demographics and household formation, housing
affordability, adequacy of supply, development
economics and feasibility and market trends.
Housing needs and preferences will be routinely
monitored by the MDP through industry consultation
and research.
Councils will be required to review existing and
proposed planning controls in terms of their effect on
housing supply and mix. The new LEP template allows
for a mix of types of housing in most residential and
mixed use zones.
The Department of Planning will provide councils
with guidance to undertake these housing market
assessments and reviews of local planning controls
including a method to assess ‘fit’ between demand
and supply by housing type to be used in assessment
of LEPs.
These trends mean that it is necessary to have a
flexible and efficient housing market, providing for a
mix of housing to meet a wide range of needs.
Guidance for councils on how to review the effects
of their planning controls on the amount and type
of housing developed will assist them to improve
affordability by ensuring a sufficient supply and
suitable mix.

PATRICK FENSHAM

JANET CHAPPELL
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This means Councils will be better informed about
the needs of their communities, and can plan for the
housing mix that can best accommodate these needs.
Local government will be assisted in analysing the ‘fit’
between current housing stock and forecast supply
with the projected housing needs of their areas
through the provision of demographic and other data
and analytical tools.
C2.3.2 Identify locations for affordable housing
projects, including housing close to employment,
transport and services.
The Department of Planning will provide analyses
of housing affordability and planning tools to assist
Local Government to provide for appropriately located
affordable housing.

C3 RENEW LOCAL CENTRES
C3.1

RENEW LOCAL CENTRES TO IMPROVE
ECONOMIC VIABILITY AND AMENITY

C3.1.1 Identify local centres for renewal through the
subregional planning process.
The Government will identify some centres suitable
for renewal through the subregional planning process.
These centres are likely to have a combination of
factors including land available for redevelopment,
significant Government land ownership, good rail
access and capacity and a high business vacancy rate.
Once identified, these centres which often have
underutilised infrastructure, will be renewed as a
priority. There are many places that have a poor image,
or are perceived to be in decline.
These renewal centres provide opportunities to
consolidate around shops and services, where there is
capacity for more housing and improved amenity.
A number of local governments have commenced
centres planning work as a result of Planning Reform
Funding grants. It has become clear that councils see
the overlap in their work and that of neighbouring
councils. Councils have expressed a desire to adopt
consistent approaches in planning for the future of
their centres in a subregional context.
The redevelopment of areas around these smaller
centres with good transport access has proven to be
attractive to the market and has been the foundation
of previous residential development strategies.
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C3.1.2 Carry out demonstration projects in local
centres in partnership with relevant local councils
and State agencies.

Just as residential development is being required
to intensify so too will the intensity of activities and
efficiency of other land uses be reviewed.

Initially the Government will partner with local
government to revitalise particular centres which
have the potential to develop financial, planning and
development models that could apply in other areas
and serve as case studies. These centres will be
identified during subregional planning exercises.

A review of Government owned sites will be
undertaken by an expanded Metropolitan Development
Program across the region. The potential of these sites
for redevelopment as residential or mixed uses will be
assessed in relation to other needs for open space,
community, health and educational facilities associated
with any planned growth in the area.

C3.1.3 Refocus Landcom’s role to strategic urban
renewal projects and development.
Landcom has successfully established itself as an
innovative developer on behalf of the Government.
Its role will be extended to become an advocate and
agent for urban renewal. Landcom will perform a
wide range of roles including land assembly, project
management, providing sites for redevelopment, to
achieve the Strategy’s renewal objectives.
Landcom will act to coordinate State Government
agencies in achieving integrated outcomes in particular
local centres. Further details of Landcom’s role as
the Government’s renewal agency are detailed in The
Implementation and Governance Strategy.

Using Government sites as catalysts for urban renewal
has the potential to optimise returns to Government
and community benefits through comprehensive
planning of surrounding areas to increase development
potential beyond current land value.
C3.1.5 Encourage better Commonwealth
Government land use.
The Commonwealth is a major land owner and has
strategic property assets in many parts of Sydney. The
State Government will continue lobbying for it to use
these assets for broader community benefits.

C3.1.4 Assess and evaluate Government sites for
redevelopment.
A significant proportion of the urban area is occupied
by State owned land. It is possible that some land may
be surplus to existing needs, but before its disposal,
an understanding of the future needs of an area
is required.

CRAIG ALLCHIN

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING

The suitability of Government sites located in centres
and corridors for redevelopment will be assessed
using Metropolitan Strategy criteria by the Property
Disposal Assessment Panel of the Government’s
Asset Management Committee. Subregional and
144 centres planning will identify particular sites that could
be better utilised.
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C4 IMPROVE HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
IMPROVE THE AFFORDABILITY OF
HOUSING

C4.1.1 Establish an Affordable Housing
Interdepartmental Committee.
The Government established an Interdepartmental
Committee in October 2005 to consider ways to:
• improve the affordability of housing in general, which
includes the cost of construction and the supply of
serviced land;
• build the capacity of not for proﬁt affordable housing
providers, including the community housing sector;
• develop speciﬁc policy responses for special needs
groups including seniors and the disabled;
• deliver a supply of land and dwellings to affordable
housing providers for development and operation
• improve access to affordable housing (owned and
rented) for moderate and lower income groups in
addition to social housing; and
• ensure Sydney remains an accessible place for
young people, and for young families to live
and work.
C4.1.2 Prepare an initial NSW Affordable Housing
Strategy by mid 2006.
The Strategy will include but not be limited to:
• working with local government, social, community
and industry partners to implement new housing
affordability options for particular groups in the
community;
• incorporating housing affordability objectives in urban
renewal planning; and
• making better use of planning laws and regulations
to encourage the growth of affordable housing stock.

The Government is already working with other State
and Territory Planning, Housing and Local Government
Departments to develop a National Affordable Housing
Framework. The aim of the Framework is to develop a
comprehensive approach to affordable housing by all
levels of government.
Key strategies in the current draft of the Framework
that relate to the Planning system are to embed
affordable housing in the mainstream planning
process; adopt planning mechanisms to ensure
delivery of affordable housing in high growth areas and
to ensure best practice approach to residential land
availability and Development Assessment processes.
C4.1.4 Encourage the Commonwealth Government
to support and improve affordable housing
initiatives in its areas of responsibility including
taxation reform, ﬁrst home owners’ grants and
Commonwealth Rental Assistance.
At the lower end of the market, existing low cost
housing stocks are declining and there has been a
decline in real terms in Commonwealth funding for the
social housing sector.
The State Government will continue to pressure,
and work with, the Commonwealth Government to
implement affordable housing initiatives, particularly to
enable a community housing sector to flourish, renew
the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement and
push for taxation reform that will increase investment
in the community and not for profit housing sector.

LANDCOM
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C4.1

C4.1.3 Collaborate with the Commonwealth
and other States and Territories to act on the
three year program of work identiﬁed under the
Framework for National Action on Affordable
Housing endorsed by Housing, Planning and Local
Government Ministers in August 2005.
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C4.1.5 Incorporate housing affordability objectives
in urban renewal planning, and encourage
agencies responsible for urban renewal to assess
impacts on the affordability of housing and use
mitigative measures.
The redevelopment and renewal of existing urban
areas, around the world has been accompanied by
reduced affordability of housing in those areas.
The Government will continue to encourage agencies
to assess the impact of renewal on the affordability of
housing and on affordable rental stock in particular in a
renewal area.
In NSW there have been a number of programs
established to specifically address the issue of
displacement of lower income households as a result
of urban renewal.
The City West Affordable Housing Company was
established to address this issue specifically and
provides a good model for mechanisms and programs
to maintain levels of affordable housing, particularly
rental stock in an affected area.
The Government will expect agencies proposing
renewal to assess the affordability of housing in an
area proposed for renewal and adjoining areas.
These agencies may be the local government
that is proposing rezoning to higher densities, the
Department of Housing, the Department of Planning
in strategic centres, Landcom or other agencies such
as the Redfern Waterloo Authority and the Sydney
Olympic Park Authority.
Landcom already has a policy of aiming to have at least
7.5 per cent of its projects affordable for moderate
income households and has developed a thorough
methodology for analysis, planning and delivery.
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SEMI-DETACHED HOUSING IN A LOW DENSITY AREA

The Centre for Affordable Housing, a Business Unit
of the Department of Housing, has been established
to address housing affordability issues. The Centre
pursues this objective in a number of ways:
• Researching trends in housing affordability to inform
policy responses and initiatives;
• Working with Councils to include affordable housing
in their strategies, and in speciﬁc residential
development schemes;
• Providing a brokerage and feasibility service to
proponents of affordable housing projects;
• Sponsoring affordable housing demonstration
projects;
• Working with partners to deliver affordable housing
in a range of major development schemes; and
• Monitoring the development of products which
promote housing affordability in the private sector.
The Department of Housing already has a policy that
there is no reduction in the accommodation it provides
to very low income households. The community
housing sector is a relatively new provider of housing
in NSW, but if integrated into the planning and delivery
of urban renewal has the potential to play a much
larger role. The best known example is the City West
Housing Company (refer to case study on page 128).
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LANDCOM’S MODERATE
INCOME HOUSING PROGRAM
Moderate Income Housing (MIH) Policy: Landcom
target is to deliver 7.5 per cent of its total land
and/or housing as moderate income housing, in a
commercially viable way, by 2008.
MIH Target Market: Moderate income households
between $47,000–$71,000 p.a. (2005 figures) in
Sydney. Most feasible target group to provide for
purchase housing on a market basis.
Tenure: Mainly purchase, related to Landcom’s core
business, i.e. not a housing manager.
Market Based: Provision of MIH on a commercial
basis which is replicable and sustainable, which
responds to wide range of household structures
and leverages off regulatory support measures
(e.g. planning gain). Reason: Landcom is a
commercial agency and must demonstrate a
commercial approach to MIH to influence private
providers.
Government catalyst role: Government’s mandate
to Landcom — lead industry in addressing
affordable housing need; lead in research and
development and implementation of affordable
housing approaches.
Research: Market research on MIH; innovation in
design and construction; alternate housing models
— manufactured housing, accessory dwelling
units; demographic analysis.
Industry Liaison: Ongoing communications

with industry on market need and opportunity,
experiences and lessons learned. Knowledge
sharing through seminars and workshops.
Servicing and membership of Joint Industry
Housing Group — a private group focussed upon
MIH.

‘SMART HOUSING’
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
Moderate Income Housing at Forest Glade,
Parklea ; a Market Based Affordable Housing
Demonstration Project
Specifications: master planned, 63 detached
dwellings (Torrens Title) estate in Blacktown.
Twenty per cent of yield affordable to moderate
income households.
Outcomes: completed; 13 homes provided to
MIH, e.g. single parent families, key workers, 80
per cent of homes market rate. Moderate income
housing ‘salt and peppered’ and physically
indistinguishable. Commercial return to Landcom
and development partner Cosmopolitan.
How Achieved: site specific DCP allowing for
planning flexibility and gain — reduced minimum
lot sizes; very efficient house design, lot design
(zipper and zero set backs), sub division design,
combined with construction scale economies,
construction design efficiencies, modularisation.
Sufficient extra value created to transfer to MIH.
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LANDCOM HAS A POLICY OF AIMING TO HAVE AT LEAST

7.5% OF ITS PROJECTS AFFORDABLE
FOR MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS
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C4.2

REDEVELOP AND REGENERATE
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING STOCK

C4.3

USE PLANNING MECHANISMS TO
PROVIDE AFFORDABLE HOUSING

C4.2.1 The Department of Housing will redevelop
and regenerate housing estates and stock.

C4.3.1 Provide advice on the use of negotiated
developer agreements.

The Department of Housing (DoH) has significant
land holdings in the metropolitan area. Many of the
dwellings in estates are not as appropriate for the
needs of current DoH tenants as when they were first
developed. Redevelopment of these estates presents
the opportunity to renew the department’s stock
whilst creating additional housing.

The Government will provide guidance on the use of
negotiated planning agreements to provide affordable
housing as part of the provision of social and physical
infrastructure on major development sites.

The State Government has announced its first social
housing redevelopment project in partnership with
the private sector, the Bonnyrigg Living Communities
Project, a plan for community renewal of the
Bonnyrigg public housing estate. It will involve
changes in the layout of the streets, improved open
space, the replacement or upgrading of Department of
Housing homes and the building of new houses and
flats. It will also involve developing a mixed community
of public and private housing whilst maintaining or
increasing the amount of public housing.
Through these initiatives with other agencies such
as the Department of Health and the Department of
Education and Training, it will aim to revitalise and
build more sustainable communities and provide
better social and additional affordable housing. New
initiatives in partnership will:
• replace inappropriate social housing stock;
• reduce high concentrations of public housing to build
a better social mix;
• reduce maintenance liabilities; and
• implement best practice in urban design.

Gains in the stock of affordable housing through
planning measures will not generate the yields
that subsidised housing and supply side subsidies
produced in the past. Nevertheless, modest gains
in the amount of affordable housing can be made
through planning measures which need not distort the
housing market.
Negotiated developer agreements for the provision
of affordable housing can be part of the provision
of social and physical infrastructure on a major
development site. The Department of Planning has
negotiated affordable housing as a component of
major developments including the ADI site at St
Marys and Penrith Lakes. These approaches will be
formalised through the development of guidelines.
Value capture potential for affordable housing would
need to be assessed against other expenditure for
infrastructure. (Refer to the Implementation and
Governance Strategy for more details).

In these initiatives, its partners will be encouraged
to invest in private and social housing infrastructure,
thereby assisting the Department of Housing in
148 redeveloping and regenerating its housing, as well as
creating new stock.
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C4.3.2 Provide advice on the use of density
bonus schemes.

C4.3.4 Provide for affordable housing as part of the
standard Local Environmental Plan (LEP).

The Government will provide guidance on the use
of density bonus schemes, where an increase in
development density is offered in exchange for the
provision of affordable housing for low to moderate
income groups.

The standard LEP will provide the format for all new
LEPs in NSW. It contains standard zones, provisions
and definitions for local councils to use, as well as
allowing councils to create and customise provisions
to address local issues within their area. Within the
standard LEP, the Government will allow for provisions
for affordable housing.

Under density bonus schemes, an increase in
development density is negotiated in exchange for
the provision of affordable housing. It is important
that councils are provided with guidance so that these
mechanisms can be used in a fair and transparent way
and are legally sound.
C4.3.3 Provide for inclusionary zoning which
requires an affordable housing levy from
development.
The Government will allow for inclusionary zoning
which requires an affordable housing levy from
development where a value increment is sufficient as
a result of a zoning, rezoning or an increase in density.
Mechanisms which allow inclusionary zoning for
affordable housing operate in Willoughby, UltimoPyrmont and Green Square — they are expected to
deliver 900 units of affordable rental accommodation.
To date, 380 units have been constructed and
purchased. In the context of the Metropolitan
Strategy, an affordable housing contribution could
apply in urban renewal centres and corridors and major
sites zoned to residential and mixed use. It would
need to be evaluated against other calls to capture
value by contributions for example to improve state
infrastructure.
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C5 IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF NEW
DEVELOPMENT AND URBAN RENEWAL
C5.1

IMPROVE THE DESIGN QUALITY OF NEW
DEVELOPMENT

The community has been critical of poor quality urban
design. Better designed medium density development
is vital to ensuring that development and growth is not
only accepted but welcomed by local communities.
In most suburban development in Australia, the need
for good design has been avoided by relying on space
and vegetation. We have used large setbacks from
streets and neighbours, and screen planting that
grows in a few years. At medium and higher densities,
these simple strategies are not as possible and more
detailed thought is needed about how buildings should
relate to neighbours, and how large and close they
should be.
Good urban design should ensure that new buildings
make a positive contribution to their surroundings and
are accompanied by improvements to public areas
including pedestrian friendly streets connecting to
open space, schools and centres.
Local government will be encouraged to undertake
cultural planning in association with urban design
and physical planning in order to integrate arts and
culture as vital parts of the development of sustainable
communities.
Over the past few years, the Government has
published a number of booklets and guidelines to
show better practice in residential subdivision and
higher density development.

Design along the coast has also been of concern to
the public. The Government’s planning response has
been to create SEPP 71 Coastal Protection. This SEPP
was also accompanied by examples of good practice
and a Coastal Design manual.
There is a need for these guidelines and policies
and they can have an effect if they are supported by
professional expertise, review panels, other educative
and demonstrative programs.
C5.1.1 Prepare training material for local
government on good urban design.
The Department of Planning will prepare educational
material for training local government Councillors on
good urban design, its benefits and importance.
Councillors will be involved in strategic planning for
their areas with their local communities. It is important
that they are familiar with examples of good urban
design and its underlying principles. The Department
of Planning will develop a set of training modules in
partnership with various professional and industry
associations to promote a better understanding of
urban design and housing types.
C5.1.2 Develop quality criteria for lower density
housing forms.
The success of SEPP 65 Design Quality of Residential
Flat Development will be expanded to include medium
density housing forms such as town houses and villas.
The criteria used in assessing the design quality of
residential flat buildings are equally applicable and
relevant to lower rise development. They are: context,
scale, density, built form, resource energy and water
efficiency (now mostly covered by BASIX), amenity,
safety and security, social dimensions, landscape and
aesthetics.
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C5.1.3 Guide design quality content of
Development Control Plans (DCPs) and Local
Environmental Plans (LEPs).

As part of the Planning Reform process the
relationship of the content and intent of DCPs and
LEPs will be clarified.

The Government will provide guidance to local
government on the content of DCP and LEPs relating
to design quality including Planning Manuals to assist
local government planners in structure planning for
smaller local centres, use of the LEP template and
community engagement.

The Department of Planning is currently developing
urban design guidelines for the new growth centres
and centre design guidelines for existing areas
undergoing urban renewal that will draw on the best
practice found in Australia and overseas but adapted to
the particular market, industry, climatic and landscape
conditions of Sydney.

Urban design quality is most commonly addressed
through the Development Control Plans (DCPs)
prepared by local government.
Development Control Plans should not be in conflict
with Local Environmental Plans and cannot have
requirements that would make the controls set out
in the LEP unachievable. However, almost always
LEPs set out maximum densities, not minimum.
Consequently, the requirements of Development
Control Plans and environmental constraints can
and often do, significantly reduce the maximum
development potential represented by the LEP.
DCPs commonly define many of the aspects of
buildings to do with amenity within and outside the
site and their relationship to their context. Controls
often include built form, setbacks, height, privacy and
overshadowing and car parking. It has often been
the case that the controls in DCPs have dramatically
reduced the development potential of sites as
expressed in LEPs. While it is important to guide
development to respond appropriately to the character
of an area and ensure amenity it is also important
that these misalignments of policy are eliminated
to provide certainty to the development industry,
community and the Government.

The guidelines will refer to desirable urban design
approaches and outcomes for each of the different
centre types, and also cover issues to be aware of
when a centre grows to be a larger centre type (refer
to Appendix 3 for future contents of the Centre Design
Guidelines).
C5.1.4 Encourage the development of local
cultural plans.
The development of local cultural plans as part of
urban renewal and the creation of new communities
in growth centres will ensure the recognition of the
importance of art and culture, artists and cultural
organisations in creating rich, diverse and sustainable
communities. It will also enable closer integration of
local and State art and cultural strategies.
C5.1.5 Identify landmark and exemplary sites and
instigate processes, including design competitions,
to promote excellence in design and planning.
High quality design is essential to improving the
image, and market attractiveness of centres and other
strategic locations. Promotion of design excellence
can act as a catalyst for investment and demonstrates
a commitment by both the private sector and
Government to high quality urban renewal.
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